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A STUDENT PUBLICATION SINCE
"Don't take' life too seriously

1883

FRIDAY.

March 4,2011

you 11 never get out of it alive."

Elbert Hubbard

Tuition & fees increase to $47,600
KrisFronzak

other words, the cost of providing
electricity, heat and hot water and
air conditioning to our facilities to
increase 10 percent next year," said

News Editor

For students who rely heavily
upon scholarships and financial aid Stickelmaier
to fund their four years at the ColBut the College's most signifilege, Monday's news that tuition cant cost, Cornwell explained, is
would increase to $47,600 was actually the people, including menhighly unwelcome.
toring faculty, researching and
According to President Grant teaching positions and staff memCornwell, "The increase in tuition bers who support the faculty and
and fees is not happening in order students.
to fund some new initiative or ser"The cost of providing the
vice specifically, but rather to maincompensation and benefits nectain the excellence of. Wooster's essary to attract and keep great
program in all its aspects, and the people at Wooster plays a big role
quality of a Woosfer
education."
The projected fees
for the 2011-20academic year are an
2006- - 2007
$37,580
increase of 4.3 per2007- - 2008
cent, up from the cur$40,022
rent tuition of $46,
2008- - 2009
$42,420
668 which is also an
increase of about five
2009- - 2010
$43,900
percent from 2009-201- 0.
2010- - 2011
$45,668
This in itself is
not unusual. Director
2011- - 2012
$47,600
of Financial Aid David Miller explained
figures from the Office
that, "For years and
years, the increase has
been just about 5 percent somein why tuition and fees go up from
times a little bit lower, and rarely
one year to the next," he said.
a little bit higher."
Stickelmaier agreed. "Colleges
Tuition was increased due to and universities are people-drive- n
many factors. Laurie Stickelmaier,
enterprises, making college perVice President of Finance and sonnel costs the biggest item on
Business, explained that the Class the expense side of the budget."
of 2014 brought in more revenue 65 percent of Wooster's operating
to the College this year. However, budget goes toward these personit also added expenses for housing,
nel costs.
food and additional professors and
Merit scholarships will unforstaff, among other things.
tunately not be affected by the hike
"We are expecting utilities, in in fees. But luckily for students

who rely on financial aid, a portion of next year's cost increase
will be given to need-basaid
recipients.
"For next year, that typical increased need-basaward Rafter
the increase will be $425," Miller
said. "That's slightly more than a
quarter of the difference between
this year's and next year's fee."
However, that still leaves approximately $1,500 of fees on the
shoulders of those recipients.
There are benefits to this hike
as well. Thanks to the strategic
planning process, the adminis
tration plans
to
revamp
the way academic advising and career
planning
are
handled
at
the
College.
Cornwell also
indicated that
plans are underway for an
undergraduate
research center in Andrews
of Financial Aid
Library, which
he expects to
"provide students with the tools
and instruction in information and
communications technologies now
essential for research."
"Again, though, these developments are intended to improve
the overall quality of a Wooster
education and its transformative
impact on students, so we do this
as part of our normal practice of
studying what we do and figuring out how we could do it better," he said.
ed

ed

Comprehensive tuition over the years
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College reacts to virtual
protests regarding Internet
anel of students and faculty convene
mbs

connection. If the college
are requesting 160 mbs and he
capacity is only 150mbs the Internet speed gets significantly
slower. Video streaming takes up
much of the bandwidth, whether
they come from YouTube, Hulu
or NetFlix. Cell phones and gaming consoles use do take up some
of the connection, but it is not
believed to be a main player in the
slow internet like videos are.
According to an
sent
out by the Dean of Students last
Friday, Campus Council and SGA
have been working with staff in
the Office of Information Technology to develop long-ter- m
solutions to the significant increase
in use of wireless technologies.
To show this to the student body,
they put together a panel to present last Tuesday night in the
Lowry Student Center.
The panel consisted of both
students and fac- ulty who had a

Gina Christo
News Editor

Last week, Wooster students
received an event request on
Facebook titled "Petition for the
College of Wooster to Fix the
Internet." Robin Hirtle 'l 1 decided she was fed up with the slow
Internet on campus and used
the social networking website
to bring attention to the issue.
The group quickly gained
momentum, with many students
joining the event and comment
ing on the page. Jason Weingart
12, who is currently working on
his Junior I.S., said loading PDFs
for his research could be nearly
impossible because of the slow
Internet. Additionally, his Junior
I.S advisor, Professor Atay, unable
to leave Cyprus, and meetings
with him via Skype are particularly difficult
because
the
,
. i ,p
bandwidth
is
through knowl
not capable of
ed
of the In
the WOrking
holding
Staff ternet issue from
connection
nffi,fl r,f T u- - a technical aspect
Chris Car xi win uiv uniw,
as well as a social
penter '12 took
Technol- aspect. Student
the Facebook
representatives
develop long- - included
group initia- - ogy
SGA
tive
to the
president
Hannah
Solutions tO
next level and
Haas '12, Cam
increase pus Council Chair
his significant
brought
concerns to a
wireless Bastiaan van de
use
Campus CounLagemaat'll and
meeting. technologies."
cil
at large Campus
Carpenter was
Council member
frustrated far before the group Kevin Carpenter.
Information
was created and started to run
Technology faculty who came in
nightly speed tests to father data
were Vince Di Scipio Director of
for further actions. The Facebook
Digital Infrastructure and Ellen
petition gave him an opportunity
Falduto Chief Information and
to share his research with his felPlanning.
low peers and get them fired up
Di Scipio did most of the
about an issue he had long been
talking, and addressed both the
passionate about. When Hirtle active licences issue as well as
was invited to attend the campus
the internet speed through the
council meeting, she got in touch
bandwidth size.
with Carpenter and had him go
lne wireless connection in
as a technological diplomat who
regard to the allowed number
could speak accurately and honof active licenses has been ad
estly for all of the students.
dressed by IT already. Initially,
The Internet
speed
at the college only had 2,400 li
Wooster is a two-fol- d
issue. First, cense and that has now been
the only allows for a certain numincreased to 4,096. By adding
ber of licenses to be active at one
about 2,000 more not only has
time. So as long as only a certain
it fixed the issue, but also it has
number of people are online at left some wiggle room for the
one time, the campus Internet
network to grow.
connection is fine. Students run
In terms of Internet speed
this is an issue that will be ad
into problems during high activdressed over time. In the short
ity times, such as later in the evenings when students are working
term, this Thursday Morning
on homework or relaxing and
the Internet speed will be in
watching Netflix. Because of the
creased from 150 mb.s to 200
increase of wireless devices on
mbs as a temporary fix. Thi
summer, the Information Tech
campus this year, the connection
is often over the limit, leading to
nology staff will be reevaluat
students losing their connection.
ing the network hardware that
does
is
traffic management and
The second issue the slower
Internet speed on campus. Durlooking to see how they can
ing prime Internet use time, the
generaly improve the Internet
on campus.
campus has been reaching 150
e-m- ail
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Council Candidates
Elections will be March

7--

in Lowry

8

GINA CHRISTO
KRIS FRONZAK

Libya 's revolution more violent than others
Ramsey Kincannon

tCW.

Senior Staff Writer
The uprisings that occurred in Tunisia
and Egypt were the inspiration for Libyan
revolution started on Feb. 1 5, four days after
Hosni Mubarak stepped down as the president of Egypt. What was initially planned to
be a similarly peaceful revolution has turned
into what some political commentators such
as Richard Engel are calling "an open revolution and a war," or a "crisis," according
to Melissa Flemming of the United Nations.
The Economist is to it as an "uprising.. .to
reclaim Libya."
In a similar plot line to Egypt's successful attempts to liberate itself from the
Mubarak, Libyans wanted to overthrow Muammar Gaadafi, who
has ruled Libya since 1969. While Gaadafi's
reign hasn't been completely awful Libya's
GDP is better than both Egypt and Tunisia and the literacy rate is at 87 percent the
unemployment rate is at 22 percent, the corruption rate is higher than Egypt and Tunisia, and his recent years have been marked by
significant human rights violations. What
sparked this year's revolution was the arrest
a political commentator
of Jamaal
who had advocated for a Youtube, Twitter
and Facebook led revolution.
As protests started in front of police headquarters in Benghazi, one of the
largest cities in Libya, Gaadafi and the
police started hiring mercenaries in order to suppress the protestors. This only
led to increased protests across the country, stretching all the way to Tripoli, the
capital. Gaadafi initially blamed the youth,
whom he claimed were under the influence of "hallucinogenic drugs," and tried
to calm the people, saying that he had met
with the protestors and that their demands
would be taken into consideration.
Soon after, the situation developed into

t
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Libyans who gather to protest are met with military response. The situation
has since developed into what could be considered a civil war (AP Photo
Adel Hana).
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people have died. Members of the opposition have asked for international intervention, and there has been increasing pressure
on both the United Nations and the United
States to provide it. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton has stated, "the stakes are high...
and a strong and strategic American response will be essential."
The U.S. has already frozen $30 billion in
Libyan assets in an attempt to aid the protestors. According to the Washington Post,
The U.N. has asked for Gaadafi to step down,
as well, and while waiting for a Security
Council approved plan to assist the people,
the U.N. has provided assistance for those in
need of food, water, and shelter, and those
attempting to flee Libya.

what could be described as a civil war.
Members of Gaadafi's family, along with
other officials, joined the protestors in the
riots. In response, Gaadafi ordered members of the police and the army to start using fatal methods of halting the revolution,
shifting his language to describe the protestors as "rats," and threatened that he would
cleanse Libya "from house to house until the
last drop of the revolutionaries' blood had
been spilt."
On an international stage, however,
Gaadafi attempted to uphold his sovereignty,
claiming that the people of Libya still love
him despite their protests.
Since then, while fighting for control
of cities across Libya, an estimated 3,000
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TED talks from March

India Sentences Eleven

An Indian court has handed down death sentences to

1

.

:y,k)

until March 4 via an official webstream. The presentations will be
available to watch in the Center for Enterpernuership, Morgan 301 . The presentations will conver topics across all majors at the
college, including sociology, biology, neuroscience and philosophy. This the second annual TED hosted by the College.

INTERNATIONAL
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people for their role in the 2002 burning of a train carrying Hindu
activists in the western state of Gujarat. An Indian court has handed down death sentences to 11 people for their role in the 2002
burning of a train carrying Hindu activists in the western state of Gujarat. (CNN.com)
11

Last World War One Veteran Dies

NATIONAL

COLLEGIATE

PRESS

Last World War One Veteran Frank Buckles died last Sunday at the age of 1 10. He had recently recovered from a chest infection and seemed in reasonably good health for a man of his age. aving lived from the dawn of the 20th century, he seemed to
never tire of sharing his and the country's old memories of the First World War, of roaring prosperity and epic depression, and
of a second, far more cataclysmic global conflict, which he barely survived. (Washington Post)

While we strive to
achieve excellence every week, we, too, sometimes fall short. Please
send your corrections to
Voicewooster.edu
1

.?

Georgia Law Maker Proposes Death Penalty for Miscarriages

NATIONAL

Georgia State Rep. Bobby Franklin, who last year proposed making rape and domestic violence "victims" into "accusers," has
introduced a
bill that would criminalize miscarriages and make abortion in Georgia completely illegal. Under Rep. Frank10-pa- ge

lin's bill, HB 1, women who miscarry could become felons if they cannot prove that there was "no human involvement whatsoever
in the causation" of their miscarriage. There is no clarification of what "human involvement" means, and this is hugely problematic
in part because medical doctors do not know exactly what causes miscarriages, (theroot.com)
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Ramsey's Real Time: Islamophobes
Disillusion in Obama shouldn't throw stones in a glass house
C-318-

7,

Friday, Bill Maher gave

A

little over two years ago

And, Obama won an additional year
of unemployment benefits for workers

I

Last
a diagnosis

of the apparent

misogyny present in Muslim and
reduction
who qualified and a one-ye-ar
Arab
cultures
when discussPosters from the campaign covered
of Social Security taxes that would put
"
ing the horrific
two percent of pay back into workers'
tne walls ot my
i
tragedy of Lara
paychecks.
room, and for all
It is easy to look at the Bush tax cuts
Logan, who was
of October 2008,
and
I was dedicated to
assaulted
and see a campaign promise broken.
for
However, in 2 1st century politics it is
sexually abused
campaigning
Ramsky Kincannon
the liberal demoby an Egyptian
important to understand that legislacrowd last week
tion is not as black and white as the mecrat who I just
Gina Christo knew
dia or even the politicians themselves
during the celebration of former
was going
it.
President Hosni Mubarak's decibothers
wish
me
What
to change everyto paint
is
that
less
sion to resign. Maher said, "It's fair
about the Bush tax cuts
they
thing George W Bush had undone.
to say that Muslim men have a bad
Obama was my new hero. He was the
were renewed and more that Obama let
attitude about women in general."
it be considered as a GOP win and not
man who reignited my passion for
Then he speculated that the recent
a compromise. He did not give a clear
politics: because of him I believed that
revolutions would
there were politicians who were not explanation or defense of the decision
.... ...a
fail' because of this perceived socicorrupt and made policies that Ixmefit-te- d he made.
etal problem. The "Real Time" host
the people they represent and not
The issue I really have with Obama
is his inability to stand up for himalso stated that those in doubt of his
the interest groups and corporate doself. On the campaign trail he was an
idea should "talk to women who've
nors who fund their campaign. I canthe reviews
not tell you how many times the "Yes impassioned politician who knew how dated an Arpb man
to fight back
are not good."
;
We Can song
I was appalled by this segment, in
In reality,' the standards I WaS against McCain
played on my
sin,ultawhich
wllile
the audience largely agreed
iTunes.
holding Obama to were deis- with Maher, and it is not just because
Now,
two
tic, and while I said out loud j!Tht
I'm an
(who hopes
years later, I
is
to have gotten good reviews from
am highly dis- - that I knew one man could not The gop
In change everything: I was re- - out for blbod at
illusioned.
women so far). It's due to America's
the
blatant Islamophobia, which has
reality,
.
allv honino" hp artiiallv
rnnln
v
standards I was
now clouded our own history and
are
lliey
J
Obama
holding
dominating shortcomings.
This isn't to claim that attitudes
the House with conservative legisla
to were deistic, and while I said out
I
towards women don't need to change
loud that knew one man could not
tion that anyone with a heart would
in the Middle East. Obviously, they
wince at. They are verbally and leg
change everything I was really hoping
do. There is one area in Saudi Ara
he actually could. With that said, I do
islatively attacking Obama and the
Democrats while they just sit there
not think Obama is doing a totally terrible job legislatively. It is his attitude I
and take it. Obama needs to lead by
example and learn to defend himself
am struggling to adjust to.
is
with an iron fist. Geting
At the end of 2010, Obama settled a
major deal on taxes, agreeing to conimportant; I understand and respect
Obama's ability to compromise leg
tinue the current tax rates for American citizens who gain higher wages.
islatively. I take issue with him not
The tax rates, passed during George
standing up for his party.
However, I also take issue with
W Bush's administration, were set to
end in 2011. On the campaign trail,
Obama not standing up for himself. By

would have told you Barack
Obama .was going change the world.

.

.

S

..I

pro-democr-

atic

;

dS

'

re-elec- ted

'

not verbally and legislatively defending himself, not only is it a slap in the
face to the party that elected him but

Obama was vehemently against the
Bush tax cuts, but when he got into office he compromised a position. While
he gave in on his campaign promise,

the supporters who sat in phone banks
and went door to door for him during

Obama did get other things
return.
The current tax rates were extended
for couples who make less than the
and some tax cuts
$250,000 cut-of-f,
that were part of the 2009 economic
stimulus law were also continued.
in

campaign season.
Gina Christo is a News editor for the
Voice. She can be reached for comtnent
atGChristol-ixvooster.edu-

.

Have an opinion?

-

Viewpoints would love to hear what you think about curfrom campus developments to
rent events and issues
global news. If you're interested in writing, email us. If you
would like to comment on what you have heard here, ex
press your opinion on our website at thcwoostervoice.com.
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Arab-Americ- an

bia where women are not allowed to
drive, which is detestable. In some
countries, women cannot vote, and
marriage laws restrict a woman's
ability to get divorced. All of these
actions and rules are horrific. They
represent a backwards attitude toward women. I'm hopeful that the
revolutions will bring a reformed,
equal attitude towards both genders.
However, the presentation of Arab
and Muslim men as sexist, misogy-nist- ic
Neanderthals is a little skewed.
Maher thinks that these new democracies won't be real until women
get to vote, too. . Should we then be
celebrating America's 91st birthday
this July, not even a century after
women got the right to vote? Why
are we exemplifying our treatment
of women while white women make
77 cents on the man's dollar, black
women earn 61 cents and Latina
women scrape by with 52? How can
Americans be this comfortable saying they're the model when the glass
ceiling hasn't been shattered yet?
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
was faced with a torrent of sexist
claims when she ran for president in
2008, yet Pakistan, an Islamic country, elected Benazir Bhutto twice, in
'88 and '93.

By pointing to the rape of Logan, Maher tried to vilify Arabs as
a whole. He continued by anecdot-all- y

referencing Arab people raping
their women and escaping almost

consequence-fre-

ing.

This

e.

The Logan incident

is nauseat-

is a black

eye on the face of the Egyptian
revolution. However, we've overlooked a gigantic lawsuit that came
out recently. Over a dozen men and

lawsuit
women filed a class-actiagainst the Department of Defense
claiming that "servicemen get away
with rape and other sexual abuse and
victims are too often ordered to continue to serve alongside those they
Additionally,
say attacked them."
in the case there is the story of an
Army reservist who was filmed being raped. After the video was circulated, her case was dismissed by her
superior because the woman "did not
act like a rape victim," and "didn't
struggle enough."
on

I'm tired of Islamophobes throwing
stones in their glass houses. I can only
imagine the outcry had someone said
these same things about Black, Latino
or Jewish men. Consider this my fatwah,
Maher. Much to your surprise, I'm not
strapping a bomb to my chest or burning the American flag. However, I'm no
longer able to ignore these blatant generalizations attempting to demonize
abs as

woman-hatin-

g,

Ar-

terrorism-lovin-g

goat herders without at least a modicum
of reflection on American sexist philosophies and policies.
Kincannon is a Senior Staff
Writer for the Voice. He can be reached for
comment at RKincannonl2wooster.edu.
Ramsey
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Study abroad: a new perspective on Paris

o

Boo Flynn
Voice Staff

I spent this past summer telling
everyone who would listen tnat I
was going to Paris for a semester. I
loved to hear them tell me I would
have the time of my life, that Paris
is the best city in the world, and I
Sage
would smile and tell them, "I know."
Nenyue
By the time I was ready to leave, I
had constructed a mental image of
As of February 2011, I resigned
in Paris that fit with these reactions
from my post as
the campus organization Allies & and looking back on that makes me
realize how much I learned from my
Queers. I did so because of the mental fragmentation I felt as an agent experience.
On my first day in the city, I was
of the organization.
The fact that I was the only active in a state of awe. Everything was
LGBT person of color in the group exactly how I had imagined it. I took
occurred to me very recently when the Metro to Notre Dame and stood
a retreat I took gave me the chance beneath the towering cathedral,
to look inward. When we were not watching couples taking pictures to
involved in nonsensical bickering, we gether, children feeding flocks of pi
were busy excluding people.
geons and tour boats floating along
Yes, excluding.
the Seine River.
The people were beautiful and
People who identify as lesbian, gay,
bisexual or transgender are not only well dressed. Just like in the movies, they took to the streets in stylish
defined by their sexuality or gender
identities. We are not a monolithic pea coats, scarves, and Oxford shoes.
entity that sees everything the same Almost every woman had a Long-cham- p
purse, and many of the men
way. To better understand this, read
the following sentence aloud: "I am did too.
insert your primary identity, but
Walking through the streets in
Paris, there were bakeries every few
insert seemingly contradictory
feet selling pain au chocolat for a
Examples: "I am Black, but I like euro. Just before dinnertime, Pari
heavy metal;" "I am an athlete, but sians flocked to the bakeries to buy
I hate working out." So back to the
their staple food: baguettes.
exclusion thing: I have come to realIt was common to see Parisians
ize that A&Q was not the inclusive
riding their bikes in the street with
baguettes under one arm or sticking
group I believed it to be.
out of their bags. Add a striped shirt
Having spoken to people who apand an extravagant moustache, and
peared at meetings and never re
turned (or who identified as LGBT they would be the living versions of
American-constructand chose not to attend A&Q), I dis
stereotypes.
covered that the reasoning for this
On that first day, everything was
was that they felt as if they were not exactly as I had imagined, and the
allowed to be who they were.
One person I spoke to said that the
group did not take into account her
politics, and she felt as if to speak in
Jeremy Ludemann
opposition would be met by hostil
ity. Another said that he'd gone to
Voice Staff
the meetings early on in his Wooster
As we all know, The College of
career, but was turned off by the fact
his
that
perspective as a person of Wooster has many beloved traditions, both old and new.
color went unacknowledged.
And finally, one individual comWhether it is the grueling process
plained that in committee meetings, of Independent Study, standing and
his disagreement with the topic at clapping vigorously to "Scotland
hand was attributed to his status as The Brave" or filling Kauke Arch
an international student rather than with snow, our beloved college is a
him being allowed to disagree on the haven for history.
But who holds the key to preservgrounds mat he believed something
different about the topic.
ing this history and our time here at
alma mater?
While I do believe that the group our soon-to-can do great things for the College,
Enter the staff at The Index. We
Allies & yueers needs to step up are proud to be the chroniclers of
and listen to those people it claims
the College, day in and day out, year
to represent. LGBT people have no after year.
administrative institutions on this
So, how do we preserve all of
of Wooster? We publish a
campus that see their issues as dis
tinct and necessarily in need of pri
yearbook, but it's not like your high
ority. But this is what A&Q does not school yearbook.
tackle.
The Index has existed since 1874,
As the name symbolically implies,
when the College itself was only
allies of LGBT people seem to come
eight years old, and "liberal educamake
first and
up the majority of the tion" was far different than it is to- members of the group. I do believe
that every minority group fighting
for its rights needs allies from the
majority group. But the voice of the
Rachel Myers
LGBT people on this campus has to
Features Editor
grow louder or else we will always
be defined by the majority and never
Anytime, anywhere Woo 91:
seen for who we are.
Wooster's Sound Alternative is ac1 call
In essence,
for A&Q to ruffle
cessible at the press of a button for
its own feathers and learn to grow
listeners looking to rock out or tune
uncomfortable with its current culin to the latest news. Now the click
ture. An equalizing name like "The
of a mouse provides even more opWooster Equality. Project," or one
portunities to use the resources the
that emphasizes the LGBT aspect
College radio station has to offer.
first might be a great catalyst for a
Woo 91 is the Wooster commuchange that needs to occur.
commercial-fre- e
only
nity's
I stepped down from my post bestation. It offers a diverse listing of
cause I admitted the truth to myself:
musical choices as well as news and
Being the only gay man of color in
information across a variety of prothe group is hard. Being the one used
grams. The programs are scheduled
to showcase diversity, being the one
and predominantly organized by the
who has to prickle peoples' comfort
student staff. "What I'm trying to
zones about ethnicity and being the
do is make Woo 9 sort of a sports
one who is "too loud" when he speaks
update, campus information source,"
at a normal tone and "too quiet" when
said Jason Weingardt '12, Woo 9fs
he tries to fit in is just too fragmentassistant general manager.
ing. I stepped down because, frankly,
"I take a more general look at the
I would like to leave the College of
station and decide what needs work
Wooster with just as sound a mind
and what doesn't," Weingardt said.
(debatably) as I came in with.
Weingardt helped design the station's new website with Dwight
Nagy, assistant director of web comSage Nenyue is a contributor to the
munications at the College. The softVoice and can be reached for comment or
ware was so outdated that the prequestions about LGJ3T at sae.nenyue
t
vious site could not evfti be updated

experience was surreal.
Gradually, though, as I had time to
explore the city, the image I had of
Paris changed. Now, tourist attrac- tions like Notre Dame became places

vated me no longer held their influ- ence over me.
What I remember most vividly
during this time was navigating the
Metro system as if on autopilot.
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Notre Dame cathedral is one of the many perfect

photo-op-

s

for study-abroa- d

students and tourists while visiting Paris (Photo by Boo Flynn).
to avoid, because they were crowded
by loud tour groups and beggars
holding puppies to attract a passerby who might have pocket-chang- e.
The places that at first had capti- -

Avoid the Chatelet stop, where
it's always crowded. If a Metro car
looks full, push a little harder and
space will clear for you. Hold on
to something to keep your balance.

Keep to yourself, and don't stare at

the other passengers.
As strange as it may seem, I came
to love riding the Metro. I felt at ease
on the Metro, and I loved the feeling of being able to go anywhere I
wanted.
I also came to love the feeling of
anonymity as I traveled through the
city. After a summer full of encouraging smiles from everyone I told
about my trip, I think I expected
Paris to welcome me with the same
enthusiasm.
As one of my professors told me,
though, smiles are a rare thing on
the streets of Paris. "Don't smile at
a boy or he will follow you home,"
she warned me.
It was hard to suppress the urge to
give someone a friendly smile on the
street, but soon I was able to put on
my "don't bother me" face without
even thinking. I even found myself
getting annoyed at those people who
made eye contact with me.
When people ask me about my
semester in Paris, I give them a big
smile and tell them how amazing and
insightful it was.
I might add that I could see the Eiffel Tower from the window of my
apartment and that I ate baguette
and cheese with dinner each night.
My accounts of my experience are
always romanticized and support the
image of Paris that I had developed
the summer before I left.
I don't know why I find myself reverting to this previous conception
when I talk about Paris. Maybe it's
easier to explain this side of Paris to
people, or maybe I think that's what
they want to hear.
To be honest, though, the Paris
that I fell in love with was the one
that I had no idea I would find.

The Index captures college memories in progress

be

our-memor-

ies

Since then, members of The
KC Sullivan '13 is the main layIndex have taken thousands of picout editor for this year's Index, and
Jackie O'Dell '13 is our business
tures, spoken to thousands of students and compiled 135 yearbooks.
manager.
Now, more than ever, The InIf you pay attention closely, you
dex continues to be the permanent
may see me running around campus,
source for pictures for Fighting Scot taking pictures.
athletics, various campus events and
As a photographer for The Index,
a sole provider of the diverse permy job is to take tons of pictures,
spective that Wooster presents to its and to then narrow those down to
students.
see which ones best define the school
Although you may see many picyear as a whole.
tures on Facebook that pertain to
Sateesh Ventakesh '10, our head
your Wooster experience, they may photographer last semester, and
not save those memories forever.
Dustin Kemp '14 have also done a
Thanks to The Index, students will great job taking pictures across cambe able to remember the great days
pus throughout this school year, and
have also been vital teammates in edthey had here.
So, how do we create the tapesiting and perfecting the photos that
try that will be your reminder of will compose this year's Index.
Wooster? The Index is not done in
So, why did I choose to be a mema day or a month. It's a process that
ber of The Index? Why would I
requires help from all members of want to carry a camera around with
The Index staff. From our advisor, me to sporting events and such?
Sandy Nichols (a Wooster alum), all
The answer is simple. I am pas- the way down to the computer that sionate about creating the best year- holds our pictures, we are a team.
book possible, and so is the rest of

day.

,

,

this year's Index staff. We are committed to being the conservationists of the present by capturing the
traditions, people, and culture that
make Wooster unique.
We believe that through our work,
current Wooster students will be
able to remember their time here as
one of great fun and when their lives
were shaped forever.
We each also believe that our work
with The Index will continue the tradition of the yearbook, and through
its successful production at the end
of this year, will maintain the tradition of excellence that is expected
from us from those who gave us the
torch of preserving the history of
the College.
If you want to be a part of the exciting tradition of The Index, come
to our meetings, which take place
every Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in our
office, located between the Student
Activities Office and Scot Lanes in
Lowry Basement. Join us and be a
historian of the Wooster experience.

Woo 91 revamps website for easier access

24-ho- ur

1

gmail.com.

anymore. "The new website is a
lot more modern; it reflects the technology we have," Weingardt said.
Woo 91 is taking advantage of
the new site through a number of
features. The site provides podcasts,
programming schedules and event
information.
Students can access
downloaded sports broadcasts and
other past programming. Since this
feature is not live, the station's material is much easier for students to
access for whenever they have time.
"We're trying to increase the production value of the station," Weingardt said.
Woo 91 is open to all Wooster
students. Once interested applicants
take a semester-lon- g
media class,
they can submit a program proposal
to the station.
"I think it's notable that we're
and we give
completely student-ru- n
student opinions. It's a way to broadcast and share the student perspective," Weingardt said.
The station has several goals. John
Finn, the station's faculty advisor,
said that preparing students interested in news media for career opportunities as well as entertaining
and informing the student body are
the primary objectives of Woo 91.
--

"I

think this management team

has been very progressive ... This
is a dynamic group who wants to

improve the quality of the station,"
Finn said.
The recent passing of Bob Smith
'52 brings to mind the legacy of
radio at the College. "He helped to
found and manage the new radio station in 1949," Finn said.
Radio at the College has a detailed history. According to the Woo
91 website, the school's first radio
transmitter was designed by a physics major and the only physics professor in 1922.
After a lull in radio's presence
at the College, Smith, who was a
first-ye- ar
at the time, petitioned the

administration for a campus radio
station in 1949. After this initiative,
radio at Wooster underwent a number of changes and developed into
what Woo 9 1 is today.
Weingardt noted that while radio
may be old technology it is still relevant and very applicable. "In a lot
of ways, radio is still the fastest way
to get information out there," Weingardt said.
Finn also wants to foster awareness- and student involvement in
Woo 9 1 through the new website.
information and accessibi. The
lity of the site may encourage some
students who may not have thought
about working with radio before to
pursue the opportunity.
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Scot Center to install solar panels
Installation will tentatively begin
on or around March 16 and the work
will take about six weeks to complete. There will be a total of 1,081
panels in the array.
This new project will supply
enough energy to run the Scot Center and all of its components: four
intramural courts for basketball,
rF T
tennis and volleyball; an NCAA regulation 200 meter running track; a
fitness center with a full array of circuit training stations, traditional as
well as elliptical running machines,
rowing machines and free weights;
and new locker rooms, athletic department offices and meeting rooms.
Needless to say, students and
sports teams will no longer have to
. fight for gym time once this beauti
ful building is completed.
The solar panels are one of the
'
I.
many ways the College has become a
greener school in the past few years.
Through the
mug pro
gram, abundant recycling bins, the
compost program in Lowry Dining
Hall and now the country's largest
Above, the Scot Center has been under construction for the past year.
collegeuniversity solar panel proj
The tentative opening date is January 2012 (Photo by Andrew Collins).
ect, the College is setting a great
popucollege or standard for our
solar
est
project
on
any
Emily Bartelheim
university facility in the country. It lation to follow.
Features Editor
"For the last three years we have
will have a life of about 40 years and
Earlier this year, the College of generate 271,000 kilowatt hours of been getting progressively better
Wooster pledged to become an even electricity each year, which is enough organized, more ambitious and more
school by signmore
to power one of Wooster's student serious about modeling sustainabil- Vision
ity practices that the larger society
residence halls.
ing a contract with Carbon
foot
LLC to install a 20,000 square
Carbon Vision will install and own might adopt," said Wooster's Presi
solar roof atop the Scot Center, the the solar fixture, leasing it to the dent Orant Lorn well, louay we
new student recreation and athletic
College, which will purchase all the take a dramatic and exciting step
forward on that road."
facility that is currently under conpower generated for a period of 12.5
The tentative opening date of the
struction on campus.
years until loans are paid and ownerScot Center is January of 2012.
This installation will be the larg
ship is finalized.
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Black
Christine, bur
Labrador "student," is enrolled as a
guide dog in training through Guid
ing Eyes for the Blind, an organiza
dedition
cated
to

citable and didn't ever seem to stop
moving! She certainly didn't listen
to me.
Guiding Eyes specifically trains
their dogs to be stubborn, and Christine demonstrates this by, for better
smoothing or for worse., doing as she likes. How
the lives of were we going to turn this highly
imvisually
energetic puppy into a determined
guide dog?
paired men and
I
it was not until I
and
women.
admit
must
I
and Christine in
witnessed
The
Fridley
proRachel
first
action
at my
puppy class that I
gram, run by
Kassenbrock
have
some faith in her
professionals
began to
and volunteers, aims to train dogs
tential as a guide dog.
will
that
potentially serve as lifetime
Watching Christine outshine many
who
need it.
of the other puppies in class shocked
support for those
me. She was attentive throughout,
Guiding Eyes pups begin training
at ages as young as six weeks, and remained almost completely undis-tractwork with their "puppy raisers" for
by the other dogs in the class,
and mostly responded to Fridley's
12 to 16 months. Ideally, after this
stage is complete, socialized and every command. She was such a difyoung adult dogs are ferent dog!
What I had failed to realize up
passed on to the Guiding Eyes staff,
at which point they are assigned to until this point, as I struggled to
certified guide dog instructors.
get Christine to sit when I told her
After this next phase of training
to sit, and to please not pull on her
is complete, the dogs will be testleash so much, is that just as I would
ed, and, if they respond effectively
take some time to get used to her, she
and reliably, are placed with blind
would take some time getting used
to me.
partners.
After four months of taking orHere at Wooster, Elizabeth Fridley
1 is Christine's primary puppy rais
ders from seven people, an incomer. The rest of Lewis House, Maging eighth is unfamiliar and suspicious. Naturally, I took some getting
gie Cox '11, Beth Wardrop '11, Em
used to.
ily Billingsley '11, May Tobar '11,
I also soon learned that it wasn't
Sarah
Rudawsky
Colby Mills '11,
en
'12 and myself, helps Fridley to
just Christine who needed practice.
sure that Christine enters the next We are now seven weeks into the sephase of her training as a competent mester, and I am still learning how
to appeal to and adequately work
student.
with her.
Christine's daily routine of prac
The year or more puppy raisers
ticing commands, going on
walks and, of course,
spend with their potential guide
dogs doesn't just prepare the dog, it
romping around with her trainers,
also prepares the handlers.
aids in her introduction to formal
While Christine has learned to
guide dog training.
sit, stay, and loose leash walk, 1 have
In addition to
prepara
had some personal misgivings about
Iraq, I didn't want to be somebody tion, we accompany rndley ana learned the hand signals, authorita"puppy
tive tone, and proper dog walking
on the sidelines criticizing people Christine to
etiquette that accompanied her masclass." These classes, run by experiand ideas ... I hadn't seen, or hadn't
teach
trainers,
tering those skills.
Eyes
enced
said.
Guiding
experienced myself," Gallagher
and
Although we have big plans for
emphaobedience
the
Gallapuppies
That determination took
her,
Christine is, for all intents and
between
size
bonding
relationship
for
gher to Kentucky after college,
still a puppy. She is smart.
These
and
handlers.
purposes,
their
the
dogs
further training as an officer in the
what we ask her to
understands
She
opportuniArmored Cavalry, and then on to classes are great learning
is
of doing it, but her
and
do
capable
Christine.
well
as for
ties for us as
Hawaii for a long
least sometimes,
at
will,
five
and
puppiness
The class of between
sabbatical. It was during this time,
for a while.
obedience
her
with Gallagher feeling bored and 10 puppies gives us the change to trump
have
a long way to
she
While
may
restless and waiting to ship out, handle dogs in training other than
a safe and rebecomes
before
she
Christine, and it puts Christine in a go
that "Kaboom" was born. "I started
and
foundation
liable guide dog, the
doing some research online, about context where she can practice rewhat counterinsurgency was and sponding to commands in a busy and potential of becoming one are there.
I am thrilled to have had some part
what it would mean to me and my distracting atmosphere.
in her progress thus far. Seeing her
The dogs with which we are unfaeruys, 'cause a lot of the PowerPoint
mature through her training and
miliar get used to greeting new peopresentations weren't making sense
classes has been such a rewarding
And I stumbled across military ple calmly, which is a very important
experience and I'm glad the College
skill for a working guide dog to posblogs," s.ays Gallagher. "It would be
offers such an opportunity.
learn
raisers,
as
And
we,
sess.
puppy
with
communicate
a .good outlet to
reFor more, information about the
and
instruct
successfully
more
to
friends,
desti
an online
family and
Guiding
Eyes program, see https:
in
through
the
training
late
dogs
to
likes
those
nation for them. Nobody
in
and
www.guidingeyes.org.
included
drills
the
exercises
group emails when people travel," he
the class.
says wryly.
Rachel Kassenbrock is a regular conWhen I returned to Wooster in
Over the next six months, though,
to the Voice and can be reached
tributor
the blog became much more then January after spending first semester
comment
or questions about her proI
that. Gallagher developed a knack abroad, had no idea what to expect for
RKassenbrockl2wooster.edu.
at
gram
in regards to Christine's progress.
for finding dark humor and meanAt that point, my only experience
ing in everyday life, as well as in the
actions with guide dogs in training was
sometimes Catch
being told not to pet the
of his superior officers.
ramblings from long, dignified dogs in pubsleepless patrols and stories about lic places wearing the
son of the "Guide Dog in TrainMojo, the porn-selliof
the
policed ing" vests. I'pon meet
town
Gallagher
mayor
shared
six
with
months,
an ing Christine, 1 was
for
space
taken aback at her
gry excoriations of bureaucratic su
"Kabe
rambunctious- periors. The latter proved to
ness. She was
boom's" downfall, after Gallagher
easily ex- posted about an attempt to transfer
him away from his platoon without
clearing it with his superior officer,
as per Army policy.
The blog's demise called up a
storm of support from a sympathetic
blogosphere, including an article in
the Washington Post, as well as the
aforementioned outpouring of publishing personnel. Gallagher chose
literary agent William Clark to represent him, and after completing his
tour in Iraq, he accepted
Da Capo's offer and started putting
together the new and improved version of "Kaboom."
20 nionths later, he's a published
author, a critical success and a man
with a new project already underway.
What conies next, he doesn't know.
"I have no idea where I'll be in five
years, but as long as I still have access to my laptop to write, I'll be
Lewis House is training Christine, a Black Labrador, through the Guidokay. And a fridge for the occasional
ing Eyes for the Blind organization (Photo by Elizabeth Fridley).
Guinness," he says.
one-year-- old
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Soldier begins writing career overseas
Andy Tisdel
Voice Staff
Matt Gallagher" leans forward
in his folding chair, eyes flicking
through the crowd passing near his
bookstand, then returning to his
hands, clasped across his knee. A pile
of literature lies jumbled on the table,
copies of "Kaboom: Embracing the'
Suck in a Savage Little War," waiting
to be sold to readers. Their author is
whipcord-lea- n
with darting eyes and
hair, kempt but mussed, like
suit and shoes he wore
the fine-c- ut
to promote his first book. Wedged
into the ballrooms of the National
Press Club with 50 other writers
worth of literary acumen, Gallagher
stands out because he doesn't stand
out. A casual browser would have to
sidle up to his table and tease apart
the images in his speech, images of
sleepless patrols and long nights in
Iraq, to understand quite why.
"Well, I hadn't slept for about
36 hours... you're that strung out,
your
you're on patrol, constantly
senses are on overload," said Gallagher, 27, of one particularly raw
passage from "Kaboom." "I was keeping myself awake by writing. It was
straight stream of consciousness,
like whatever was coming to my
head. So I was just trying to remind
myself that I had things I cared
about, people that I cared about,
things I wanted to do. And that life
would exist after my present, which
was strung out, sleepless in Iraq."
Gallagher spent 15 nionths in
Iraq, one tour of duty, after graduating from the ROTC program at
Wake Forest University. For the first
six months, he was the lieutenant in
charge of an armored cavalry platoon. A writer all' his life, Gallagher
started posting an online blog called
"Kaboom: A Soldier's War Journal,"
originally as a "communication tool"
for friends and family, back in what
he called the Old World. "Kaboom"
was eventually taken down by Army
officials and the young lieutenant
transferred away from his men, but
Gallagher's prose and his urge to
write remained alluringly intact.
"I had various literary agents and
publishers actually email me in Iraq,
asking me if I'd be interested in publishing," says Gallagher, his words
articulate, quick and focused. "I said
'yeah, but you should know that I'm
still in Iraq for nine more months and
have a courle more pressing things
tolo like, you know, try to stay alive,
ink-da- rk

my soldiers home, try to
accomplish the mission. So we'll talk

try to get

when I get back'."
Matt settled on Da Capo Publishers, consulted with an editor and
eventually released the upgraded
version of "Kaboom" on April 1,
2010. He's been on an extended
book tour ever since, roaming up and
down the East and West Coasts to
his home state of Nevada, with pit
stops seemingly everywhere in between. The National Press Club is on
the last leg of his sometimes grueling journey. "The book tour has been
great, but I'm pretty drained," says
Gallagher, who sports purple crescents underneath his eyes.
The book tour will finish up in
early December in Pennsylvania, but
Gallagher isn't waiting until then to
start his next project; He says he's
now working on writing a second
book, this one a novel about a young
man living in New York City, where
Gallagher currently resides with his
fiancee. "I'm currently writing...
about a group of young veterans
returned from Iraq and Afghanistan
living in New York City. New York
has the lowest veteran to citizen
ratio, so I think it provides an ideal
backdrop for the disconnect between
vets and citizens in general," says
Gallagher.
It comes as no surprise to those
close to Gallagher that he's found
success in writing. He had been
writing short stories and keeping a
journal from an early age, and beof his high
came the editor-in-chi- ef
school newspaper during his senior
year. There were hints even then of
the acerbic, insightful writing that
would become his own trademark.
"Matt would be called into the
principal's office to talk about. . . subjects in the newspaper that the administration would prefer not to be
addressed," said Debbie Gallagher,
Gallagher's mother. Gallagher took
both his talent and attitude to Wake
Forest University. He enrolled in the
ROTC program there as a way to
pay for college, and planned on being a military lawyer. Both of his
parents are lawyers, and his grandfather was a career officer in the Navy,
so it seemed a fairly natural course
to take. But in Gallagher's first year,
911 galvanized him onto a different path. "I just kinda decided that
if I was gonna do this Army thing,
might as well really do it. It was this
unique opportunity to really partici- pate in history. And even though 1
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Support the Arts, Seriously

It's always a delight to hear student compositions grace the stage at a
Wooster Symphony Orchestra concert

It is a common sight these days in
the Capital Rotunda to see two congressmen at each others' throats in the
House of

(though director Jeff Lindberg's enthusiasm for spotlighting campus compos-

Rep-resentativ- es,

ers is certainly evident, both with the
WSO and with the Wooster Jazz En-

fighting over
docutting

semble). It's the mark of a really special
concert, however, when two student
compositions easily upstage the rest of
the program.
Friday's concert marked the pre-

mestic spending. Only the
swift bang of

miere of "Skyskapes," a concerto for
electric guitar and orchestra by Paul
Winchester '11, with the composer on
guitar. It's the kind of premise that
might sound worrisome on paper: another attempt at fusing classical and

rwk idioms, coalescing around the
tired Romanticmetal fascination with
thunderstorms and, I presume, the cacophonous potential of both guitar and
orchestra, the writing aiming for sheer
effect rather than substance.
Whatever doubts or reservations I
had coming in to the piece were dispelled from the outset. Quite simply,
the concerto' is an astonishing work,
of genuine power and beauty. The
first movement,

"ThunderstormsMp-proaching-

from
House
the
Speaker can shut them up long
enough to try to work out a compromise, which never happens. We
should be thankful that we can witness some parts this drama unfold on
the sidelines of television networks.
But the public is probably unaware
of another budget cut that is creepin
Hall
Collins).
Andrew
by
Recital
(Photo
The Wooster Symphony Orchestra performs Gault
ing its way to the. Senate floor for
debate. On Feb. 17, the House of
Representatives passed an approprical composer David Westfall. While the
to "Skyskapes," though it was no less
play is consistently fascinating, and cerbill aimed at cutting at least
ations
technidelicate,
work.
displayed
A
composition certainly
tain passages so richly evocative as to excellent a piece of
in domestic spending
billion
$100
Debodiverse
and
cal
colorful opening highlighting
synthesis of
mastery,
stimulate flights of visual fantasy.
fiscal year. $43 milfor
this
current
from
Smetana to Copland,
rah Holzworth on harp gave way to influences
The second movement, "Stars
reduced
in funding the
been
has
lion
it didn't nearly possess the freshness or
Emerging at Night," follows the a powerful statement of the theme,
for the Arts
Endowment
National
deand
originality of Winchester and Dizon's
thunderous climax of the first with inventively
independent
an
agency of
(NEA),
offerings. This is not to say that it was
a breathtaking stillness. Here, the livered by the Wooster Chorus. The
federal
that supthe
government
without its merits
the third movesubsequent variations were remarkwriting moves through a number
in the
excellence
and
creativity
ports
of beautiful tonal progressions, able for their textual insight, giving ment in particular made for a refreshing
NEA's
would
reduce
the
This
arts.
and the revelation of both the fresh emphasis to certain words and contrast in its playful, irregular melodi- cism and metrical shifts
but, on the current budget of $167.5 million to
storm and the concerto is clear: we phrases (most memorably the franGeorge Myatt

,"

incredibly manages to sidestep orchestral gimmickry altogether:
the rhythm section is active and propulsive but not ungainly, the guitar lines
expressive and wickedly complex but
never overbearing. In fact, the orchestration is so skilled that the piece truly
conjures up an atmosphere suggestive
of a thunderstorm. Gault Recital Hall
charged
you could feel it.
Additionally, for its unstable tonality and tempestuous inspiration, "Skyskapes" is never a musical. The thematic

re-harmon-

had to pass through the thunder
for the stars to be revealed to us so
powerfully.
Following the intermission was
"Grace," a series of variations on
'Amazing Grace" by Quinn Dizon
'11 that received its premiere in
Wooster last April. "Grace" couldn't
have made for a more total contrast

tic realization

whole, it didn't offer anything radically
ry
different from

"dangers, toils, and

of absolute peace, suggestive
in its perfect quiet of something like
Miles Davis's "In a Silent Way."
Another premiere preceded "Sky-

a place

scapes," the "Rustic Dances No. 2" by lo

well-establish-

19th-centu-

ed

convention.
--

-

- The program closed with Haydn's
trumpet concerto, delivered ably by
guest trumpeter Jack Brndiar. It
provided suitably light closure to
one of the finer symphony orchestra concerts I've witnessed here.

Tennis Delivers Beachy Performance
band Tennis performed in Lowry
Pit last Wednesday, Feb. 23. Hailing from Denver, the
group released its first album "Cape Dory" this January. The record has already been lauded on Pitchfork,
com, NPR and in Rolling Stone magazine.
Members Alaina Moore and Patrick Riley are also
husband and wife, 'and before trying their luck with
music they sailed up the Atlantic Coast for a year on
their own. The summery, coastal influences were evi
dent during their show Wednesday night, when they
Indie

Glass Menagerie" opened at Freedlander Theater.
Produced by the department of Theatre and
Dance, the production honors the late Professor of
Theatre emeritus Annetta Jefferson, who passed
away in late 2009. Jefferson taught theatre and directed a number of productions at the College for
more than two decades.
Directed by associate professor of theater Shirley Huston-Findlethis year's production features
Darius Dixson '13 as Tom, Aviva Neff '14 as Laura,
Kenneth Perry J13 as
Jim and Nina Takacs
'11 as Amanda.
The performance
runs Friday and Saturday at 8:15 p.m. Tickets can be purchased
at the Freedlander
Box Office. One free
ticket is available to
each student.
y,

,

of

will lead me home," the piece ended in

On Thursday, Tennsesse Williams's play "The

Read the review
online this weekend:

ized

snares"). With another dramatic tonal
volta following the line "And grace

"Glass Menagerie" Opens this Weekend

beach-roc- k

played '60s
influenced singles "Marathon"
and "Pigeon." Snowcohes were served and McDonald's cheeseburgers were giveh to the concert's first
girl-gro-

up

i

i

thewoostervoice.com
categoryonline
Tennis performs in the Lowry Pit amidst dancing
students (Photo by Kipaya Kapiga).

Poster of "The Glass Menagerie (Poster by Chris Seeds).

WoosterStreetStyle
Showcasing personal style on campus

''

'"f

As March rolls in and the weather still proves temperamental at best, students have
begun shedding their jackets in anticipation of spring. Here, Emma Popvich '11 keeps
warm in a
d
sweater, and takes a moment to reveal her sure-fir- e jewelery
staple and the item of clothing the French value most
scarlet-trimme-

influences your stylo?
While was abroad, Paris influenced me
good pair of jeans.
2) Do

in

terms of layering and the value of a

you have a good fechien t:p?

Chunky jewelry fixes everything.

Emma Popovlch '11 sports dark aviators and red accents with tills transitional weather style statement (Photo

Visit our b!og for more style inspiration
style.thowoostervoice.com

t

r

$124 million.
At this point, many would ask,
"What's the problem? The govern
ment needs to stop spending our tax

dollars and start paying our bills for
all the money we have, borrowed.
The arts doesn't need that much
money, and there are other things we
can use it for." Well, here's the problem, laid out in this simple formula:
less money in NEA
Bear market
fewer jobs for people in the arts.
The NEA provides funding to artists through grants in order to help
those people continue creating and
promoting their craft. In turn, those
very same artists are then able to hire
more people to help them complete
the project they are focusing on, or
maintain operations of their studio,
production facility, performance venue or theater. This is why it is vital
that the Senate continue funding the
NEA. More jobs in the arts are created through this program.
If you turn to your programs at an
arts event, you may find the following accredidation: "Generous funding and support from the National
Endowment for the Arts." But the
support doesn't stop there. You have
the power to keep the arts alive. Your
participation in the local arts scene
secures artist's future for continuing
to produce high quality work. Go see
a play at the Freedlander Theatre,
visit the College of Wooster Art
Museum, take a dance class at the
Wayne Center for the Arts, attend
a slam poetry event or rock out at a
concert. When you surround yourself in art, you enrich your perspec
tive on life and open up your imagination. I believe art can also make
you smarter. For example, I personally notice that people who know
how to play an instrument tend to be
very intelligent individuals.
But art also has the ability to bring
a community together and call attention to issues affecting a certain
group of people. If you like to advocate for human rights, environmental rights, and other causes, the arts
is a great place to get involved. The
positive impact of investing a portion or your whole life in the arts is
enormous. So if you want to see the
worldwide art community continue
to thrive, then demand Congress to
not cut funding from the NEA. Go
to artsusa.org to learn how to effectively communicate with your state
senator. Support the NEA.
George Myatt is an Arts & Entertainment Editor for the Voice.
He can be reached for comment at
GMyattl 1 wooster.edu
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Basketball wins NCAC tourney
KS

UP FOR PRESTIGIOUS AWARD
Men's basketball player Ian Franks ' 1 1 was named a
finalist for the prestigious Jostens Trophy on Tuesday. The
award, which is given out by the Rotary Club of Salem, Va.,
considers achievements both on and off the court. Franks was
named a preseason
by Dshoops.com and leads
Wooster in scoring with 18.3 points per game. He is the only
player in the NCAC who ranks in the top seven in the conference in scoring, rebounding (6.5 per game) and assists (3.3 per
game). He is one of 10 men's finalists for the trophy, and is the
second consecutive Wooster basketball player to be considered
for it in two years. Kym Wenz '10 was a women's finalist last
year. The only other school to have finalists in both genders
history is Carroll University.
during the award's
can

.

FUTURE STARS SHINE AT COMBINE
Tuesday marked the end of the 201 NFL Scouting Combine. Hopeful future NFL rookies from around the
country competed in a variety of drills in an effort to impress
coaches and improve their draft stock. Standout performers
included Oregon State University defensive tackle Stephen
Paea, who set the Combine record in the bench press, lifting
49 times; University of Nevada-Ren- o
225 pounds a
defensive endlinebacker Dontay Moch, who ran the
in 4.4 seconds; and University of Alabama wide
who jumped 1 1'3" in the broad jump. In
Jones,
receiver Julio
addition to these standouts some players, such as Auburn's
Cam Newton are rumored to have hurt their draft stock.
1

jaw-droppi- ng

40-yard-d- ash

11-1-

25-po-

NCAA

BASKETBALL-CONFEREN-

CE

TOURNAMENTS BEGIN

23

82-6-

March Madness is officially upon us. This week
marked the beginning of conference tournament play among
the smaller conferences in Division I. The America East
Conference, Atlantic Sun Conference, Big Sky Conference,
Big South Conference, Colonial Athletic Association, Horizon
League, Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference, Missouri Valley
Conference, Northeast Conference, Ohio Valley Conference,
Patriot League, Southern Conference, Summit League, Sun
Belt Conference and West Coast Conference all started their
tournaments this week or will start tomorrow. Watch and
predict who will become this year's George Mason University
or Davidson University in the NCAA Tournament.
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Justin Hallowell "12 looks to move the ball against the Ohio
Wesleyan University defense last Friday in the semi-finround of the NCAC tournament. The Scots defeated Ohio
Wesleyan 70-6- 2 (Photo by Linda Kuster).
al

lead. But Wittenberg
4
to a
closed yet again, going on an 1 -3
run to make it 50-4- 5 with 13 minutes to go.
with 11 minLeading 54-5- 0
utes left in the game, Franks made
a juniper and Hallowell knocked
to take
down another three-point- er
nine-poi- nt
lead.
a
The closest the Tigers got from
defthat point on was a seven-poi- nt
left.
The
icit with just over a minute
Scots then drained seven consecutive free throws (part of their 33
total trips to the charity stripe) to
seal the victory and the conference
championship.

Ending the season ranked fifth

47-3-

1-

in the nation, Wooster earned the
right to host three games in the

opening rounds of the NCAA
Tournament. The Scots will host
Northern Athletics Conference
champions Benedictine University'
13-- 3
(111.) (21-- 7,
NAC) tonight at
7:30 p.m. in Timken Gymnasium.
The winner will play the victor
of the game between Heartland
Conference
Collegiate Athletic
College
champions Manchester
15-- 3
President's
(21-- 6,
and
HCAC)
Athletic Conference winners Beth10-- 4
any College (W. Va) (21-PAC) tomorrow night.
7,

as 2011 season starts
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PI w Championships. To make
an announcement like that and
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Conference Tournament as well as
the regular season championship,
defeating Ohio Wesleyan University on Friday and Wittenberg
University on Saturday to earn
the league's automatic bid to the
NCAA Division III Tournament.
11-- 5
Ohio Wesleyan (16-1- 1,
NCAC) played Wooster in Timken
Gymnasium for the second time
in a week, having lost to the Scots
14-- 2
(26-- 2,
on Feb.
NCAC) 81-19. Although this game was close
until the end, Wooster took a IS- 1 1 lead with under 14 minutes left
in the first half and never trailed
from that point on.
Ian Franks '11 led the team
with 25 points and 12 rebounds,
while Bryan Wickliffe '11 had 12
points and eight boards. In total,
the Scots had a dominant 46-3- 0 advantage on the glass.
The closest that the Battling
Bishops came to tying the game
in the second half was when Andy
Winters hit a layup with under
three minutes left to make it 60-5- 6.
Ohio Wesleyan fouled on every
ensuing Wooster possession, as
the Scots made 10 of their final 12
free throws to seal a 70-6-2 victory.
Overall, Wooster made 37 trips to
the line and converted 26, while
Ohio Wesleyan went only 8.
In the tournament final against
Wittenberg (19-- 8, 13-- 3 NCAC),
perthe Scots got another
formance out of Franks as well as
19 from Justin Hallowell '12 and
from beyond the arc to
shot 13-8.
Wooster was on
While
win
three-poi- nt
range, it held
fire from
Wittenberg to less than 23 percent
from outside.
Wooster had several double-dig- it
leads in the game, but Wittenberg refused to give in. As the
Scots took a 7 advantage with
seven minutes left in the first half,
the Tigers went on a 13-- 3 run to
Hallowell respondcut it to 0.
three to
ed with a buzzer-beatin- g
end the half and Nathan Balch '11
opened the second half with a three
of his own as Wooster jumped out

':

.

All-Ameri-
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The men's basketball team has
now won the North Coast Athletic
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Travis Marmon
Sports Editor
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Friday, March 4, 2011
Men's lacrosse opens campaign with victory
j'w
;
Voice

"

Mike Haggerty
Sports Editor
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The College of Wooster men's
lacrosse team got off to a stellar
start last Sunday by beating the
2.
Aurora University Spartans
Joe Suliman '1 1 and Matt Ranck '13
led the Scots and each recorded,
Wooster took control of the
game early when midfielder Patrick
Schlick '13 scored his third career
goal with only 5:22 on the clock.
Ranck quickly put the Scots up 0
by scooping up a deflected shot
from Eric Johnson '13 and putting
the ball in the back of the net.
Despite an Aurora goal early in
the second quarter, Wooster continued to dominate the match. Nick
Spittle '12 and Suliman scored consecutive goals in the second quarter
to give the Scots a 1 lead". Aurora's Justin Bose responded with
a goal to make the score 2 but
Wooster finished off the first half
with two more goals, making the
halftime score 2.
The second half of the match
got off to a slow start. Both teams
were scoreless in the third quarter. Aurora's goalkeeper Adam
Holka made six saves to prevent
the Scots from adding onto their
four goal lead. The fourth quarter
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Joe Suliman '11 runs past an Aurora University defender on Sunday. The Fighting Scots' attacker scored three goals against the Spartans of Aurora (Photo by Linda Kuster).
however, was a completely different
story. Ranck and Suliman scored
two more goals for the Scots giving each of them a
k.
In addition, last season's leading scorer
Matt Pullara '1 1 tacked on another
goal for the Scots, giving him his
first goal of the season. In goal for
the Scots senior Jake Kubasta made
four saves.
hat-tric-

From the beginning of the
match it was clear that the Scots
were the better team on the field.
They lead the match in almost every key statistical category, including shot attempts (41-8- ),
ground
balls, (44-18- ),
and face-o- ff
wins
).
The Scots will return to the
field on March 13 at the University of Mary Washington. Over
(9-5-

spring break Wooster will compete
in six matches, including games
against Denison University
in
Granville Ohio, St. Vincent College
in Latrobe, PA, Swarthmore College in Swathmore, Pennsylvania,
Gwynedd-Merc- y
in Gwynedd Valley, Pennsylvania. The Scots will
alos play Colorado College at home
in John P. Papp Stadium.

Track ready forNCAC

9

Graham Zimmerman
Sports Editor

25
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After capturing first place in the
shot put two weeks ago at the Ken-yo- n
Classic, Josh Kime '11 continued his dominating season by again
finishing first at Denison University's "Last Chance" meet this past
Saturday in Granville, Ohio. The
senior from Bucyrus, Ohio beat out
12 other competitors with a throw
of 46'8", almost two feet more than
the second place finish.
"It's nice to finally have my form
coming together and throwing like'
I should be the week of the NCAC
indoor meet," Kime said after the
meet. "The team as a whole is scoring better times and reaching their
potential at the best time. I know
we are all ready to compete for the
NCAC Indoor Conference Championships," he added.
Kime was not alone in Wooster
victory, as Sean Twining '11 finished first in the high jump with a
height of 5'6". Also finishing first
was the men's 4 x 200 meter relay
team, who beat Wittenberg University's relay squad by a remarkable
of a second.
The women's team had its most
dominant event of the young season in the three hundred meter run;

number

of
points that Ian
Franks '11 scored in
each of the last two
of the NCAC
fames
burnament.
He
also had 12 boards
n
against Ohio

points scored by
the Wooster men's
lacorsse team on
Sunday in its match
against Aurora University. The team

was led by Joe Suliman '11 and Matt
Ranck
'12 who
eached scored three
goals. Matt Pullara '11, the teams
leading scorer from
last season added a
goal in the second
half to secure the
Scots' victory over
the Spartans. On
March 13 the Scots
will travel to
Va. to
compete against the
University of Mary
Washington.

Wes-leya-

University.
Franks' play is a
key reason for the

stelWooster's
lar showing in the
tournament, which
they won with a
victory over Wit-

tenberg University.
The Scots, who are

ranked fifth in the
nation, will, host

Benedictine
University (111.) in the
opening round of

g,

the NCAA Division
HI Tournament tonight at 7:30 p.m.

three-hundredt- hs

sweeping the top four finishes in the
event. Erin Plews-Oga- n
'13 took
first place with a time of 11:13.12
followed by Sarah Appleton '12,
Monica Ramsted '13 and Alyssa
Getta '11. Abena
'13 continued her successful
season in the high jump, tying for
second place with a jump of 5'S".
"I think as a team we are well
prepared for the championships,"
said Whitney Rappole '11, who finished third in the
er
dash.
"Our relay performances are peaking at the right time and we have
solid competitors in the field events.
We're all very excited."
The day after the "Last Chance"
meet, Stephen Ferguson '12 and
Logan Pry '12 traveled to Kenyon
College to compete in the North
Coast Athletic Conference Indoor
Pentathlon.
The grueling contest features
five events: the
hurdles,
long jump, high jump, 1000 meter
race and shot put. Ferguson finished eighth in the event while Fry
finished thirteenth.
This weekend the teams will
travel to Oberlin College to compete in the NCAC Indoor Track
and Field Championships. This will
mark the end of the indoor season
for both teams.
Boamah-Acheam-po-
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GZ: This is a new season
with a new head coach. II.iw
have the new coaches cLi:
the team's philosoj y :
style of play?

1

!

1

MP: We're super excited
to have Coach Festa and Coach
Glass. The youthful enthusiasm
they bring is a huge improvement. They have an open-dopolicy that has helped grow a
new respect. On the field we
have switched to a
philosophy. We're trying to play
lacrosse, but at the
same time under control.
GZ: Due to the lack of
game experience with the
new staff, many analysts and
or

run-and-g-

un

po

up-tem-

coaches nationwide don't expect much from Wooster this
spring. Are you playing with a
chip on your shoulder?
MP: Yeah, absolutely. I think
everyone on our team has a
chip on his shoulder. Especially
the guys who haven't gotten a
chance to prove themselves. But
I think what we lack in experience we will make up for in enthusiasm and intensity.
GZ: How have the nine seniors on t'..c tean ' ! (' e
frst-yea- rs
and up ' rcl
evolve to the faster, r ; re
physical college style of play?
MP: We've done it two ways.
We've talked to them and helped
show them the ropes of playing
in college. When that doesn't
work we show them with our
play, running them over, knocking them down and talunf them
to the cage.
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After an offseason full of big
free agents like LeBron
James,
Chris
Bosh
and
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chang-

ing teams, the
NBA
trade
(leadline
was

relatively

lacking in ma
deals. The
biggest one, the Denver Nuggets
trailing Cannelo Anthony, Chaimc-e- y
Ilillwps, Rrnaldo lhilknian, Anthony Carter and Shclden
;n s
to New York for Ilayinond ',!; .,,
Wilson Chandler. Tiinolev ' ,
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number one. The key for (Mir
team right now is to win the
fundamental stats: groun " ,dl
b;u;h's, high shooting j r,
limited turnovers,
clearing the all. We're
i
need to play w ill) conlh!
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